I, the undersigned,_______________________________________________________________________
email__________________________________________________________________________________
As contact person, on behalf of the subject
______________________________________________________________________________________
organizer of the event Towards Te Economy of Francesco with the title
______________________________________________________________________________________
I subscribe to and adhere to this policy in accordance with the spirit and principles which animate Te Economy
of Francesco.
In particular, I declare that:
1. Te event cannot be for proft. Te only case in which, during the event, it will be possible to collect
contributions is to fnance grants for participation in the event Te Economy of Francesco. I will communicate
this choice to the organization by sending an email to: community@francescoeconomy.org to receive information
about how to transfer the contribution.
2. Te event cannot have any commercial objective. Speakers or the organizer will not be able to promote their
own products, books or commercial activities or those of a company for which they work.
3. Te event may not be used for propaganda purposes or for political campaigning.
4. Te organizer is not involved in activities related to areas incompatible with the identifed spirit and ideals of
Te Economy of Francesco: arms, tobacco, gambling, pornography, fossil fuels, alcohol, violations of
fundamental rights (exploitation, etc.), potentially polluting processes and not respectful of the environment.
Te organizer also undertakes to:
1. To organize this event Towards Te Economy of Francesco drawing its main inspiration from the letter of the
Pope, to give voice to young people, through interdisciplinary workshops, seminars, conferences, joining
together theory and practice.
2. Use the ofcial logo 'Towards Te Economy of Francesco' which can be downloaded from the website, bearing
in mind the user manual.
3. Inform the participants of the possible subsequent publication on the website www.francescoeconomy.org (we
recommend the request for a signed authorization for the use of images and multimedia materials).
4. If possible, send an account of the success of the event by e-mail with a short text and photos to:
community@francescoeconomy.org.
For acknowledgement and acceptance,
Place and date _______________________

Stamp and legible signature _______________________
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